
LBDA080KC/KL
Bathroom  Cabinets

FEATURES
 The large ceramic integrated washbasin is 

both wide and deep, easy to use, and not 
easy to splash 。

 The drain comes with a hair collector, so 
there is no trouble with clogging 。

 The faucet pull-out design makes it easy to 
clean hard-to-clean areas such as corners。

 The combination of three drawers, all with 
cushioning and damping, makes reasonable 
use of every inch of space and realizes large 
space storage。

 The use of environmentally friendly multi-
layer solid wood boards, more assured to 
use 。

COMPONENTS

LBDA080KC/KL

 LBDA080KC/KL Cabinets 
 LW848CB#XW           Integrated washbasin 
 DZ706 Foot(Match with KC  cabinets)
 DZ707                       Foot(Match with KL  cabinets)
 TLG12303B Single-hole lavatory faucets

COLORS

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Silent style, quiet space, minimalist life, simple 

ecology, low saturation colors, natural colors and 

textures, multi-size options。

KLKC

COMFORT GLIDE
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TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION HIGHLIGHTS

CODES/STANDARDS
・Please refer to the label for product 
standards。

CEFIONTECT

WATER  SAVING 



LBDA080KC/KL
Bathroom  Cabinets

INSTALLATION NOTES

 This product must be used in conjunction 
with the washbasin supplied with 
TOTO 。

 Confirm the installation location of the 
product according to the installation 
completion drawing of the product to 
ensure that there is enough installation 
space, please refer to the drawing on the 
right for detailed installation 
dimensions 。

 Recommended location of water stopper: 
Please refer to the drawing on the right. 
(Out of the scope of the hole position, 
the customer needs to provide their own 
connecting pipe according to their 
needs)。

 Drainage method ：(Customers choose 
according to the actual situation) ① Wall 
drainage or② Ground drainage。
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DIMENSIONAL DRAWINGS

SPECIFICATIONS

台盆柜 一体式洗面器 支脚 洗脸器抽取式水嘴

产品尺寸(mm) 780x440x511 793x500x222 100x100x240 176x110x232

产品净重(kg) 约16.9 约28.5 约1.39 约2.25

主材 多层实木板 高岭土 铝合金 黄铜

其它 --- 满水容量13.2L --- ---


